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Maine vs. Bates
Friday Afternoon
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State Track Meet
Saturday, May 16
Alumni Field
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H. Jordan
Maine To Have a Marine
FEAR OF A DIPHTHERIA OUTBREAK Dr. Whitman
VARSITY TRACK TEAM WILL DEFEND
Laboratory at Lamoine
Dies After Long Illness
RESULTS IN EMERGENCY INFIRMARY
TITLE IN ANNUAL MEET SATURDAY
Was Former Director of Agricul- Will Be One of Few Colleges in
United States With a Marine
tural Experiment Station.
Station for the Study
Would Have Been 80 Years
of Biology
Old on Next Birthday

Girls Removed from Maples, and Sigma Chi Quarantined
When Five Students Show Signs of Disease and
Dr. Whitman Howard Jordan, director
of the Maine Agricultural Experiment
Epidemic of Sore Throats Sweeps Campus
Station from 1885 to 1896, died Friday
B . SIIEIM IN STANLEY
Although there are no clinical cases
of diphtheria at the University at the
present time, five students have been
placed under isolation at the Maples and
the Sigma Chi Fraternity House has been
pot under quarantine until negative reare received from tests of all the
inmates.
On Monday morning Harry Davis of
Sigma Chi and James Attridge who
rooms at 210 Hannibal Hamlin were
placed at the Maples for observation,
%tilde on Wednesday afternoon three
more students, Doris Dumphy and Francelia Deane, both of Balentine, and Philip Weymouth of Sigma Chi were sent
there until further tests could be made.
For the time being the Maples is being
used by the Health Department as an
infirmary because of more suitable conditions there than elsewhere. The girls
living at the Maples moved to Balentine
in order to bring this change about.
For the space of one hour Monday
morning Phi Kappa Sigma House was
placed under observation through a mistake, but this fraternity has not been
under quarantine at any time, contrary
to rumors going about the campus.
The Health Service has examined a
large number of students, but only the
lite mentioned have shown symptoms
thus far. All those who have sore throats
should report to the Health Service for
examination at once. By careful treatmolt, an outbreak of diphtheria should
Ix- prevented at this time.
There are thirty-six students and help
who are affected by the Sigma Chi quarantine, but it is thought that in a short
time the restriction can be lifted.
The health authorities do not consider
that there is any connection between the
present trouble and that of the two
freshmen, Prinn and Jordan, a month
ago.

Hincks Elected President
Of Athletic Association
The election of the Athletic Associatiiii officers, managers and assistant managers of baseball, track and relay were
held May 12. The following men were
elected:
President A.A., Maynard Hincks; vicepresident, Swen Hallgren; secretary,
Carleton Davis; Rep. Senior Class,
James Sims.
Managers: Baseball, Edwin H. Dane;
Relay, Leroy F. Shaw; Track, John P.
I Ie.
Assistant Managers: Baseball, LeonarilR. Hunt, Holden F. Jackson; Relay,
Kenneth E. Pullen, Ralph L. Perry;
Track. Richard C. Alden. Stuart L.
I )eane.
Dean Hart and Professor Jackman are
•aking an extensive trip in the southern
.01,1 western part of the state visiting the
-reiindary schools.

Scholarship Awards
Announced in Chapel
Dean Paul Nixon of Bowdoin Is
Speaker at Annual Recognition Day Exercises
The Scholarship Recognition Day exercises were held in the Chapel Monday
morning.
President Boardman announced the
award of the following scholarships and
prizes:
Stanley Plummer Scholarship-Frank
Elwin Nuite, '34, Agriculture.
Pittsburg Alumni Association Scholarship-Albert James Smith '32, Technology.
Elizabeth Abbott Balentine Scholarship-Blanche Isabel Henry '33, Arts
and Sciences.
Phi Mu Scholarship-Edith May Bolan '33, Arts and Sciences.
Women's Student Government Association Scholarships-Doris Elizabeth Varnam '34, Arts and Sciences, and Martha
Ilona Tuomi '34, Arts and Sciences.
Trustee Scholarships-Hazel Fisher
Adams '32, Home Economics; Clarine
Mildred Coffin '32, Arts and Sciences;
Vincent Hobson Ashworth '32, Technology; Murdock Scribner Matheson '32,
School of Education, and Charles Lowell
Stewart '32, Agriculture.
The William Emery Parker Scholarship, awarded "to that male student of
the sophomore or junior class who, in
addition to being above the average rank
scholastically, shows most clearly those
qualities of manliness, honesty, and constructive effort which characterized the
college career of the alumnus in whose
memory the scholarship is given," was
won by Ilarland Francis Leathers '32,
Arts and Sciences.
New York Alumni Association Scholarships: No. 1, for excellence in debating
-Florence Louise Ward '31, Home Economics, and No. 2, awarded to a Junior
in the College of Technology, for excellence in English,-Harland Oscar Poland.
Joseph Rider Farrington ScholarshipCharles Everett Holyoke, Jr., '34, Technology.
Class of 1905 Scholarship, awarded to
that man of the Freshman Class who attains the highest rank in the mid-year
examinations,-FAlward Warren Weeks.
Technology.
Phi Sigma Scholarship-Edith May
Bolan '33, Arts and Sciences.
Deutscher %.erein Prize-divided between Pauline Siegel '33, Arts and Sciences, and Ruth Walenta '34, Arts and
Sciences.
Greek Culture Prize-John Levi Cutler '31. Arts and Sciences.
Kappa Psi Music Prize-Galen Irving
(Continued on Page Two)

The University of Maine will open a
Marine Biological Laboratory at Latwine this summer. The old Coaling
noon after a long illness. He would have i
iStation has been turned over to the Unibeen 80 years old on his birthday, Octoversity by the state for this purpose.
ber 27.
The death of Dr. Jordan marked the While Dr. Little was president, the UniPassing of two directors of the Experi- versity had a Biological Laboratory at
ment Station within as many months. Bar Harbor but this is the first time a
Dr. Morse, the director until his death. marine station has been attempted.
The University of New Hampshire
recently died here.
Dr. Jordan was born in Raymond, has a marine station at the Isles of
Maine, in 1851. He entered Maine State Shoals, but there are only a very few
College where he received his B.S. de- marine stations conducted by colleges
gree in 1875. The year following grad- or universities in the United States.
The Marine Laboratory at Lamoine
uation he taught in Cornell University
and received his master's degree front w ill be conducted as part of the Univerthat institution in 1878. He was an in- sity Summer School, and for the first
structor at Maine State College front season one course is to be given, Marine
1879 to 1880 and from 1881 to 1885 he Invertebrate Zoology. From the standwas professor of Agricultural Chemistry point of high school teaching this course
in Pennsylvania State College. From offers admirable opportunity for collectthis position he returned to Maine as di- ing and preserving marine forms.
rector of the experiment station which
Lamoine is situated on the upper end
position he held until 1896, going from of Frenchman's Bay and approximately
here to the directorship of the New eight miles from Ellsworth. Directly
York State Experiment Station at Gene- across the bay, on Mount Desert Island,
va where he was employed until 1921, is the Salisbury Cove Laboratory, one
when he retired from active service. All of the most important marine laboratorof his last years he spent in Orono.
Ms on the Atlantic coast. A series of
He leaves a widow who before her lectures given at this laboratory will be
marriage to Dr. Jordan in 1880 was Miss open to students of the Marine LaboraEmma Wilson. There are no children. tiiry.

•immencement exercises at the Uni'.i'rsity of Maine will begin Thursday,
hile 4 and continue through Monday,
M. according to the program adopted
'he Commencement Committee. cornised of faculty and alumni representa•'es. Friday, June 5, is Class Day ;
saturday, Alumni Day; and Monday,
Commencement Day.
Phi Kappa Phi, honor society will hold
its annual initiation and banquet Thursday. Friday morning at 9:30 the Alumni Council will hold its annual meeting.
At 2:30 Class Day Exercises will be held
in the Oval followed by a Pageant pre-''L'ed by the All-Maine Women's SoIn the evening at 7:30 will occur
President's Reception, after which
annual Student Hop will take place.
.iturday will be given over entirely to
'
,•umni events beginning with the Annual

Meeting of the General Alumni Association at 9:30, followed by reunion class
meetings. At 12:30 the alumni and special class luncheons will be held. Then
there will be a band concert by a band
composed of University students. Two
hours will next be devoted to fun in the
form of frolics and a ball game. The
final clients of the day will be the Alumni Banquet at which Dr. Clarence Cook
Little is to be the speaker, and the Alumni flop.
The Baccalaureate service will be held
Sunday at 10:30 in The Oval, if weather
permits.
Commencement exercises will conclude
with the graduation ceremony Monday
morning, June 8. at which Hon. Wallace
R. Farrington is to deliver the Commencement address, and the Ball in the
evening.

•

Whitney Speaks at
Junior Week Chapel
"Are You a Trained Flea r Is
Subject of Address by English
Professor.

BY HAROLD SE1C.M.

Printed for a stiff battle, a well-balanced and powerful cluster of Maine
tracksters will clash with the three other
Maine colleges in the 35th annual state
intercollegiate cinder classic on Alumni
Field next Saturday afternoon. The
four schools will be represented by an
imposing array of about 150 competitors
who will strive to drag down honors for
their alma mater. If Old Sol smiles, with
the track in as good condition as it is,
the afternoon should yield several new
names on the list of the record holders.
Maine, title holder for the past three
successive years, is conceded a slight
edge, but will be forced to the limit by
a strong garnet crew from Lewiston,
which has improved much in the field
events since its defeat by a close margin
in the dual indoor meet here two months
ago.
The century will be a sharp duel between Ray White, Maine speedster, and
Knox of Bates, both of whom have repeatedly checked off the course in ten
seconds flat. Mel Means will battle with
Ilayde, Colby, and Johnson, Bowdoin,
for third honors in the event.
In the low and high hurdles Bowdon'
possesses a pair of experts in Stanwood
and McLaughlin, who will probably place
in both, with Wheeler competing for
Colby, and Eaton and Lufkin taking
sides for Bates and Maine.
The 220 will furnish another sprint
that will bear watching with White running against Knox again, and with
Means pitted against Adams, another
star performer for Bates. Vheeler for
Colby, aid McLaughlin for Bowdoin.
Adams, Bates, looks like a winner in
the 440, having bettered the M.I.T. &
F.A. record of 49% with 48% in competition with Northeastern last week.
Williams, Colby, and Wendell, Maine,
(Continued on Page Fow)

Walter R. Whitney of the English department was the special speaker for
Junior Chapel on Friday. The exercises
were opened by the Chaplain, John D.
Dickson, followed by the Salutatory address given by the class president, Walter E. Riley. He spoke of the accomplishments of the class of 1932, and the
hopeful future of that class. At the
close of his speech, he announced the
speaker for the hour.
Mr. Whitney chose as his subject the
question "Are sou a trained flea?" Ile
spoke of his observance of a trained flea
circus and the method of training described by the flea trainer. "Each undomesticated flea was placed under a
glass bell. The flea would jump, crash
headlong into the invisible partition, and
fall back, stunned and bewildered. Finally, quite overcome, he would settle down
on his haunches, and from that moment
his spirit was broken. He learned to be
quite submissive even to the point of
pushing baby carriages. Life for him
BY ROSAMOND COLE
eral knowledge and culture of the peo- became simple-and totally unexciting.
Why not establish a Radio College ple. "There should be a conscious di"Most of us when we came to college
League? That is the question asked by rection of radio broadcasting policy", had certain flea-like tendencies. Above
Prof. Nathan Israeli of the Psychology says the professor of psychology.
all else we wanted to express ourselves.
department at the University of Maine
The University of Maine psychology The first seventeen years or so of life
during a recent interview. Mr. Israeli instructor believes that the speakers via had been years under glass-and we had
has an elaborate plan for the education the radio have a more sympathetic audi- been put under glass, not to have our
of the people-a college education-via ence than when speaking in person. Un- spirits broken, but to have our energies
radio.
pleasant mannerisms are unseen and the directed,-a plant under glass rather than
According to Prof. Israeli, the radio is listener is better able to concentrate on a flea.
not yielding half the beneficial results the subject material.
"The average student misses the whol,
Professor Israeli declares that half of point of a course. He reads the assig
that it might. There are a few good
program hours but at the present time the material broadcast at the present time ment through laboriously and goes t"
the general public is not educated to is dilute material which should never be class with a feeling of resentment. He
them, with the exception of speeches on offered to the public. His proposed pol- listens in a form of academic coma while
the economic depression for the business icy of the college broadcasting hour the instructor comments on the excellence
men and talks on agriculture for the would offer to the public topics of pres- of the material. The average man missThe fifth annual banquet of the Sophfarmers, there are practically no instruc- ent day interest as well as material of a es the point, doesn't want to risk crab- omore Eagles was held Wednesday evetive radio programs. Prof. Israeli's idea more purely scholastic nature. "That bing the course by asking the instructor ning in Balentine Hall. The following
is to have a program broadcast each day the radio will sooner or later work in to make himself clearer, and leaves the program was enjoyed, with Martha
with the speakers being college profes- cooperation with the colleges" is the classroom with the gloomy knowledge Smith acting as toastmistress: Stardom,
sors or men that are before the public strong belief of Israeli.
that he has put into his notebook a few Mrs. Swetman; Leadership, Hazel
A model lecture suggested by Israeli pages of scribble that must be gone over Parkhurst; Character, Freda Crozier;
eye. Mr. Israeli says that these speakers
((ontinued too Page Three)
would be instrumental in raising the genbefore examination time. In failing to Dependability, I )irothy Findlay; Scholassimilate it, he has failed to see how it arship, Margaret Merrill; Activities, Eva
could have any relation to him; and in Bisbee; Star Gazing, Miss Foster; Star
failing to see its relation to him, be has Complete, Dean Bean; Neai Mathertai,
failed in one of the detailed steps of en- Margaret Denton; New Eagles, Martha
•.
riching his mind. The average man
Smith.
alizes that the process of expansion can
The new Eagles pledged are: Winibe a mighty dull task instead of an ad- fred Cushing, Dorothy Davis, Francelia
Famous Poet's Namesake Writes Will Be Heard by General Alumni, venture, lie has
found that he has paid Deane, Alice Dyer, Frances Hammond,
Winning Essay on "Blazed
Association During Commencefor a mighty good suit of clothes and Mildred Hammy, Doris Newman, Hazel
Trails". 18 Compete
ment Week
has come away with only the vest and 1Scully and Shirley Young.
the trousers-and even the trousers don't
The guests were: Dean Bean, Mrs.
Writing
Prize,
awarded
Dr.
Clarence
Cook Little of Bar HarThe Griffin
fit.
Sweetman, Miss Foster, Miss Campbell,
annually to the freshman submitting the bor, former president of the University
"The purpose of education is to stim- Miss Lengyel, Miss Rogers, Mrs. Vahest theme in a writing contest, has this of Maine and the University of Michi(Continued on Page Three
lenta, Miss Webster, and Mrs. Merrill.
year been won by Bruce Spruance Long- gan, is to be the chief speaker at the
fellow of Machias. Francis Lord re- annual banquet of the General Alumni
Association at the University of Maine.
honorable mention in the competiJune 6, Edward H. Kelley, chairman of
tion in which eighteen took part. The the
Commencement committee, has just
-iibject of Longfellow's essay was announced. Dr. Harold S. Boardman,
Itlazed Trails."
president of the University, will be toastThose taking part were: Bruce Long- master.
Outstanding lien Chosen Have Taken Part in Many Important Campus Activities;
fellow, Francis Lord, Rita Lancto, Eva
In making this announcement Mr. KelPresent Group Will Elect President at Commencement Time
Bisbee, Hazel Scully, Doris Varnam, ley pointed out that Dr. Little was presiRuth Lord, Alyce Swett, Hope Clark, dent of the University when members of
Frederick Jones, Martha Tuomi, Edmund five of the classes holding reunions this
Nine members of the Class of '32 were served as a proctor in Oak Hall this
Field, Ralph Dougherty, Waldon Hast- year were undergraduates. These classes tapped for membership in the Senior year.
ings, Richard Buckley, Mabel Robinson, are 1923-24-25-26 and 1929.
Skull Society on leaving Junior Chapel
Everett A. Gunning, Alpha Tau
John Crosson, and Rachel Adams. Judges
The alumni banquet has come to be
Friday
morning.
During
the
past
year
Omega,
another man who has served as
were Mrs. Turner, Mrs. Bellew, and one of the big events on the Commencethere
have
been
eleven
members,
which
a
proctor,
was captain of the freshman
Mr. Wood.
ment program at the University being
attended by approximately 600 each year. is the limit according to the consitutton cross country team two years ago and
Iii, Gary was seriously injured, Tues- A special sub-committee has been ap- of the organization, but the rules merely has been awarded his
letter in cross
day atternoon, May 5, while taking pointed to arrange for the banquet. Mem- limit the number to eleven not requiring country in his sophomore
and junior
track on the Girls Athletic Field. An bers of the committee are: George Lord that many every year. The new mem- year. He was a
member of the freshx-ray re‘ealed that both bones in her '24 of Orono, county agent leader, Ex- bers who will be initiated on the night man track team
and earned a letter
Totter left arm were broken, one bone tension Service, College of Agriculture; of commencement when they will choose in track last
year. In his freshman year
hating a compound fracture. She was Robert Ilaskell '25 of Bangor, vice-pres- their officers are:
he was vice-president of the class, and
taken immediately to the Eastern Maine ident of the Bangor Hydro Electric
Lovell C. Chase, Kappa Sigma, whip last year he was president of the SophGeneral Hospital where Dr. Woodcock Company; Edward H. Kelley '90, chairhas been outstanding in athletic circles omore Owls, in addition to being secreof Bangor attended her.
man of the Commencement committee since his freshman year Ile has been tary of the Athletic Association. He
Miss Gary was going over the loss and Charles E. Crossland '17, Alumni a member of the track team for three is co-captain of cross country this year,
hurdles when the accident happened. An Secretary of the University.
years having been awarded his letter and the winner of the Track Club Schol•
x-ray on Monday showed that the bones
twice. He is also a member of the var- arship, in addition to having been a
were not knitting properly, necessitating
People want to be fooled. I've never sity relay team, and was on the fresh- member of the Canttus board.
an operation which was performed seen a ghost and don't believe anyone man basketball and football teanvt, lie
Walter E. Riley, Kappa Sigma, presNVednesday morning.
I else ever tias.-Nine Pecoraro medium. was a Sophomore Owl last year, and has
(Continued on Page Two)

Professor Israeli Has Plan for Radio Education
With Lecture Series Backed By Government

Sophomore Eagles Chosen
At Banquet Last Night

Bruce Longfellow Wins
Dr. Little To Speak at
Griffin Writing Award Banquet Here on June 6

COMMENCEMENT COMMITTEE ANNOUNCES iceived
PROGRAM OF EVENTS FOR GRADUATION
Week Will Open June 4 and Will End Commencement Day. June 8;
Rev. H. E. Dnunack Will Deliver Baccalaureate Address

Maine Conceded Slight Edge Over Opponents, But Will Be
Forced To Limit By Strong Bates Team To Win.
Jenkins Has Well-balanced Team

NINE JUNIORS TAPPED FOR MEMBERSHIP
IN SENIOR SKULLS FOR COMING YEAR

THE MAINE CAMPUS

2

i)e Blaine Oampug
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE

Intercollegiates

Capturers Of Sally
Bring Back TroplueS
Of Big Game Hunt
•

Calling the co-eds was the favorite
pastime for the members of a fraternity
•
at the University of Pittsburg while they
By Duke W. L. %Windt
W. Whidden Johnson. 12
Editor•in-Chief________
Having made one fishing expedition
%%ere quarantined for scarlet fever. One
Rebecca T. Spencer, '72
Associate Editor__
resulted in the capture of a onewhich
ickels
of
supply
member secured a large
eyed Salamander and not even a story
Managing Editor_ _William V. D. Bretton, '33
his
to
quarter
a
for
and sold them four
about "the big one that got away", the
fraternity brothers.
Oak
Hall fishing team sallied forth again
EDITORS
DEPARTMENT
last week in an effort to
afternoon
one
.Eleanor Meacham, '32
Society
News (Men)._._.J. Edward DeConvey. '34
Spring recess has been cancelled at
Rosamond (sole. 'V
y
Lit
Evelyn Randall, '32
News (Women)
for their poor work
themselves
vindicate
'32
Woodman
JBernice
convention of
Sports (Men)........Harold Seigal. '34
Features
(Josephineklutty, 133 (-lark College following a
in their initial trip. Instead of taking
Sports (Women). _- .__ Betty Barrows. '33
repthe
which
ten days duration, during
only two men the team this time took
resentative of Clark and representatives
REPORTERS
along five, so that there would be a better
opposed
vehemently
institutions
of other
Mary Bean, Virginia Berm Willard Caswell. Clarine Coffin, Francelia Dean, Alice DYel,
of catching something, and if
chance
Orissa Frost. Evelyn Gleason. Edna Grange. Ines Howe, Doris Hutchinson, Jeanne Kennedy, the continuance of this most absurd cus- they failed to land any of the finny drove
Eveiyn
Bertha Landon. Margkerite Lincoln, Goldie Modes, Helen Peabody, Olive Perkins,
it.
call
they
as
tom
Sherwin
the blame and ridicule would be divided
Pollard, Ann Rosenstein, Hugh Ryan. Irene Sanders. Lillian Segal, Rose Snider,
Stanley, Mary Sylvester, Ruth %Valenta, Phyllis Webber, Estelle Wiseman, Carroll Works.
among five instead of two victims.
Co-eds at Ohio State wearing fraterUpon reaching their destination the
nity pins must return them to their origBUSINESS DEPARTMENT
lads put their apparatus into shape and
un1931,
15,
August
before
owners
inal
'32
Hayes,
Gordon
Business Manager
'32
Reginald H
Agit. Business Manager
der penalty of the law. There is a law went to work in earnest. Back home in
on the statute books of Ohio which the dormitory the boys were gathered
to
states that "Whoever, not being entitled around awaiting either news from the
Address all business correspondence to the Business Manager; all other correspondence
the E4itor-in•Chief.
fi
or their actual arrival. Darkso to do under the rules and regulationssherfolk
Entered as second.clase matter at the post•office, Orono, Maine.
Printed at the University Press. Orono, Maine.
or button of i ness came and still no word was received.
badge
the
wears
thereof,
Subscription: $IM a Year
a society or organization of ten years.; Anxiety ran high as the lads wondered
standing in this state shall be fined not ! whether the fishing was so good that the
INACTIVE ORGANIZATIONS
t
had not left the scene, or whether
more than $20, or imprisonment of more team
misfortune had befallen them.
than thirty days, or both.
• * • * • •
Then the long awaited staccato rattle
A movement recently started at Bowdoin. and later followed at ColThe North Carolina Collegiate Press of the team's car was heard as the autoby, which aims at the numerous and inactive honor societies in those
Association meeting at Raleigh, North mobile drove in to park behind Oak Hall
colleges. seems to be equally appropriate to conditions at Maine.
Carolina, was told by Josephus Daniels, and a crowd assembled to greet the
forthan
less
no
appeared
In the issue of the Prism which recently
former Secretary of the Navy under heroes. After being carried to their
ty-three groups were given space in the section under organizations. President Wilson and editor of the Ra- rooms on the shoulders of the mob, the
Some of these, of course justify their own existence. The rigid require- leigh News and Observer, that "the only followers of Ike Walton, having no fish
ments for membership in such societies as Phi Beta Kappa and Phi crime in journalism which will not be to account for their late homecoming,
told their tale of woe.
forgiven is dullness."
Kappa Phi make enrollment in these organizations sufficient honor in
When they had been comfortably castitself. Other groups are almost entirely for some active purpose. with
In order to cut down the escorts' ex- ing into the seething stream for about
Stuthe
little regard for the so-called "honor". These groups include
penses, corsages have been forbidden at a half hour and had until then observed
dent Senate. the M.C.A. Cabinets. the Prism Board, and several others. U. S. C. proms. Western State College no indications of the presence of fish.
But there are numerous other societies to which membership is weekly at Gunnison, Colorado, suggests they suddetils heard something approachrented to ing them front behind. They turned to
elective, and in which membership is supposed to be distinctly an honor, that paper flowers could be
problem.
this
settle
its
look into the face of a large and ferosupply
to
than
other
purpose
useful
no
serve
yet which apparently
cious looking bear, which was advancing
bana
occasionally
and
key.
a
perhaps
shingle,
more
members with one
Scientists at Calgary, Alberta, recently slowly but surely towards them.
appearing
quet. The members who are elected also gain the privilege of
produced purple and green chickens. It
Fear seized the little group of freshwas just a matter of serum. They in- men, and being desperate they grasped
in the group picture printed in the Prism.
these
of
a
of
jected the serum into eggs by means
Apparently these privileges are the only purpose of many
rocks and hurled them at the man-eating
hypodermic needle on the nineteenth day creature before them. With the strength
societies. Meetings are held occasionally. and sometimes a few of the
on of incubation.
born of fright it did not take long before
members attend. It is not infrequent to find organizations who carry
number of small boulders had hit the
a
once
they
after
attended
never
have
who
their rolls names of members
In order to create better fellowship bear and crippled him. The lads then
person
of
type
this
of
object
sole
the
Apparently
received their shingle.
and build up a higher degree of cultural grabbed clubs, and completely killed their
and nonchal- and social life, fraternities have been
is to acquire an imposing array of shingles over his desk,
dangerous enemy. For proof of the adeliminated at the California Institute of venture they cut the feet from the bear
antly proclaim himself a big shot on the campus.
journ- Technology. It has been recommended to bring them back to the dorm. This
One instance will help to illustrate the situation. An honorary
that after dinner coffee should be served work took time, and by the time that the
members.
sixteen
alistic fraternity on this campus has listed in the Prism
in the lounges in order to teach men in bear had been properly disposed of, the
at least
Of these, two are members of the faculty. Of the remainder.
the Tech how to "loaf gracefully."
lads found darkness creeping down on
the college
• • • • ir •
six have taken no active part in the publication of any of
them, Si) they started for home.
eighteen
From the "Ohio State Lantern" we
papers or periodicals during the past year. Only six of the
After they had told their tale to their
learn that Norman Spec, nationally comrades in the dormitory they exhibited
members appeared for the Prism picture. During the year the only acjournalistic known newspaper man, will try letting the feet they had brought back. But that
tivity of this group has been the sponsoring of an annual
themselves, in the vari- was where they made their mistake, for
the the football men
conference for secondary schools. No part at all has been taken in
ous colleges, choose an All-American when the feet were shown it was discovjournalistic activities within the University itself.
team. Twenty men on the leading uni- ered that the lads had stoned a poor inThis is not an unusual case. There is an honorary society for mem- versity teams will be given cards to fill nocent porcupine to death.
they be(To be continued)
bers in the department of Education. Chemistry, Economics. French. out with the names of the men
qualified for the eleven posibest
lieve
reThe
Maine.
at
taught
subject
other
Biology, and practically every
tions. "The quality of sportsmanship
NEW BOOKS IN LIBRARY
quirements for membership are not sufficiently high. nor are most of will be the ruling factor in each selechonan
of
much
membership
make
to
known
enough
these societies well
tion."
The following books on subjects of
or. And apparently most of these societies do nothing of great value
general interest have been added to the
Bryce Wood, of Reed College, won library.
to justify their existence.
$50 offered by the Na- Frederick, Justus G.-Cooking as men
When these clubo were organized. most of them were created with the first prize of
Student Federation of America
tional
Univerthe
to
like it.
additions
a definite purpose. and probably were desirable
in the best editorial favoring the en- Garwood. I r% ing-American periodicals
groups
these
of
most
of
founders
sity. But with the passing of time the
trance of the United States into the
from 1850-1860.
custom
have departed. and many of them are left without anything but a
World Court.
Gould. Wallace-Aphrodite and other
of annually electing a few new members-and presenting them with an
poems.
An egg-fight is to be held between La.er, James-Whistler.
attractively designed shingle. Many of them have now descended to a
Greek societies on the campus of the Logasa. Hannah-Historical fiction and
stage of worse than uselessness; even to a condition of being regarded as
University of Utah May 15.
other reading references for history
an out and out joke by the members themselves.
• • • • * •
classes in Junior and Senior high
to
able
be
will
Probably the supporters of many of these groups
An unusual feature of the annual Kanvery
be
would
we
so,
Ii
sas relays will be a golf-driving contest Menge. Edward-A survey of national
bring forth many arguments in their defense.
glad to hear them. If not. the University %%mild be better off if these on the last day of the program. More
trends in biology.
professionals of Mitchell, Roy-Shakespeare for comdormant societies either developed some useful purpose or ceased to than a dozen leading
the Kansas City district have signified
munity players.
exist altnether.
their intention of competing. Only five Noyes, Alfred-The last voyage.
will take part in the finals.
Olver, Edward-Landscaping the small
CHURCH NOTICES
home.
Fellowship Church
Powell,
Lyman P.-Mary Baker Eddy,
the
of
Professor Crawford was one
Reeder, Ward (,.-The business adminisontitming the May Rally Program speakers at the Conference for Princitration of a school system.
Editor of the Campus,
services will be held Sunday. May 17. as pals of Secondary Schools held at the Rogers, Robert W.-A history of
House of Representatives. He spoke on
Dear Sit:
follows:
ancient Persia.
The Competitors Testing Project.
upon
speak
Henry B.-Johnny Appleseed
will
Stevens.
Sharpe
M.
Charles
Dr.
I read with a great deal of satisfaction
and Paul Bunyan; a play of Ameri"Building the City of Comrades."
of
meeting
the
at
spoke
Lutes
Dean
the new Student Council rules which are
can folklore.
Miss Edith Bowen. Violinist. will play
to go into effect next year. According two numbers. Miss BOWell graduated the Kivvanis Club held at the Penobscot Thomas. Lowell-Lauterback of the
Exchange. Wednesday. May 13. His
to this, girls whose rank is 1.5 or under from the University of Maine in the
China sea; the escapes and adventures
subject was "The Profession of Teachof a sea-going Falstaff.
will not be allowed to go out after 7:30 Class of 1929. She is now teaching in ing."
Wilde. Percival-Ten plays for little
on week nights while girls whose ranks the Northern Conservatory of Music.
Dean Lutes recently left for Portland
theatres
Bangor. and is also Assistant Supervisor on a business trip.
are above that will be permitted to sign
of Music in the Bangor Schools.
out until 10:30 each night. Then, on
The Tribe of the Abenakis will have
SORORITIES ANNOUNCE
The V.W.C.A. conducted a successful
week-end nights the limit would be as their speaker for usual Sunday eveNEW OFFICERS
Day.
Mother's
for
carnations
of
sale
twelve for everybody.
ning Pow-wow Dr. Roy Peterson, of the The organization wishes to thank all 1 he tollowing sororities announce their
I think that this is an exertion system University. of Maine. His theme will
officers for next year:
those who helped in any way for the coas those girls who do not get at least 1.6 he "Some Impressions of Italy and
Kappa l'si: President, Josephine Caroperation which made this sale a success. ,
will be able to have an opportunity to do Rome." Usual conversations and inbone '32: %ice-president. Laura Gross
their studying conscientiously during the formal entertainment. All students and
All persons who have ordered copies '32; recording secretary, Carolyn McInweek nights and still be able to have the friends cordially invited. At the Manse
of the Prison are urged to call for them , tosh '32: treasurer. Evelyn Mills '33:
week-end privilege of 12 o'clock.
from 7 to 9.
at the Treasurer's office as soon as pos-1 corresponding secretary Luthera Burton
'33: chaplain. Ethel Smith '33; Pan-Helfurther believe that it will furnish
sible.
lenic delegates. Josephine Carbone '32.
the girls a real incentive to study ki orMethodist Episcopal Church
At 10 30 A.M. the morning worship
and Eleanor Grinnell '34.
der to get higher rank so that they may
service. Mr. Berlew will preach the topic is "How to Build a Worship SerSigma Tau: President, Bertha Landon
enjoy these generous privileges.
The Student Council is to be heartily fourth in a sermon series on "Jesus and vice." Fellowship Hour follows at 6:30 '33; vice-president, Rose Snider '33:
congratulated for the splendid rules and a Religion of Good Sense". The subject at the Wesley House. Food, fun, and secretary, Pauline Siegal '33: treasurer,
regulations they have had in the past year ; for this Sunday is "Jesus' Secret So- fellowship for everybody. Student For. Dorothy Shiro '34.
Delta Zeta : President. Roberta Waand especially for this new Rank Plan ciety." Harold Inman will play a violin urn meets at 7:30. Paul Langlois will
solo.
lead in a discussion on "Christian Sci- ters '32: vice-president, Esther Moor '32;
Privilege.
The Epsvorth League meets at 5:45 ence." This is the second in a series on ' secretary. Frances Hammond '34; tressP. G
with Marjorie Griffin as leader. The "Christianity in Action.urer, Elisabeth Davis '33.
Published Thursdays during the college year hy the students of the University tif Maine.
member of New England Intercollegiate Newspaper Association.

CORRESPONDENCE

LOST AND FOUND
DEPARTMENT
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE

SCHOLASTIC AVERAGES
FOR CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS COMPILED

The following are the scholastic stand.
The following articles are still un- .logs of the various campus organiza;binned at the Registrar's office:
tions for the fall semester of 1930:
3 scarfs, 1 wool and two chiffon.
Phi Beta Kappa
3.78
1 handbag with wool embroidery.
3.73
Phi Kappa Phi
2 pairs glasses, 1 pr. grey shell rims, Tau Beta Pi
3.013
1 pr. shell rims in black case.
Kappa Phi Kappa
3.03
1 black key case with 5 keys.
Neal Mathertai
3.01
gold1
2 compacts. 1 Tre-jur green,
2.962
; Xi Sigma Pi
plated-round.
Alpha Zeta
2.959
7 fountain pens.
2.89
Phi Sigma
7 pencils, 1 gold with initials "C.H.M." Sigma Tau
2.72
black
he jacket (in Prof. Ellis' Eta Nu Pi
la leather
lb)
2.66
office.)
2.62
Alpha Gamma Rho
4edium blue pen (in Dean Cloke's
I m
2.60
Chi Omega
office.)
2.57
Kappa Psi
2 rings, 1 signet, 1 with stone gone. All Maine Women
2.56
14 pairs gloves.
2.51
Pi Beta Phi
1 text book (Zaire by Voltaire); 1 text Scabbard and Blade
2.4959
hex& (Elements of Des. Astronomy- Campus Board
2.4957
name inside, Florence E. Barbour); 1 Average of Eight Sororities
2.489
text book (From the Greeks to Darwin). Prism Board
2.465
1 small brown covered note book (Blais- Phi Kappa Sigma
2.461
dell on cover).
2.459
Sophomore Eagles
1 brief case.
2.445
Phi Mu
2.444
Delta Zeta
Campus shingles for girls will be given Average of All Women
2.37
out on Thursday and Friday of this Sigma Phi Sigma
2.364
week.
2.360
Senior Skulls
2.34
Delta Delta Delta
229
Alpha Omicron Pi
PHI GAMMA DELTA PLACED
Average of Non-Sorority Women 2.26
UNDER QUARANTINE
225
Lambda Chi Alpha
TODAY
224
Theta Chi
2232
Delta
Mu
Phi
Phi Gamma Delta fraternity was
2229
The Band
placed under observation at noon
2.213
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
members,
today, and one of the
2.22
Chi Sigma
Alpha
Kenneth Stone, was removed to
2203
Average of 19 Fraternities
the Maples. Examination will be
2201
Average of the University
made of the throat cultures of the
2.19
Phi Eta Kappa
remaining members, and if tests
2.17
Tau Epsilon Phi
are favorable, the temporary quar2.16
Kappa
Beta
antine will be removed within a
2.15
Beta Theta Pi
day or two.
2.14
Average of All Men
The houseparty which was to Phi Kappa
2.13
have been held this week-end has Sigma Chi
2.12
been cancelled.
2.11
Average of Freshman Women
It is reported that two more Average of Non-Fraternity Men 2.10
members of the Sigma Chi frater- Phi Gamma Delta
2.068
nity, now under quarantine, have Sigma Nu
2.066
been removed to the Maples.
2.008
Kappa Sigma
2.0077
-kverage of Freshman Men
1.99
Sophomore Owls
Nine Juniors Tapped for Member- Delta Tau Delta
1.98
ship in Seniors Skulls
1.75
Alpha Tau Omega
(Continued from Page One)
Scholarship Awards Announced in
ident of the Class of '32 for the past
Chapel
two years has been a member of the
(Continued from Page One)
varsity football team for two years, and
was a star on the freshman team. He N'eayo '31. Arts and Sciences.
was a member of the freshman track
Sigma Mu Sigma Prize, for excellence
and relay teams and a Sophomore Owl. in psychology-Clark Luce Abbott '33,
Riley was vice-president of the Intra- Arts and Sciences.
mural Athletic Association and was a
Henry L. Griffin Prize, for excellence
member of the A. A. Board. The Track in the freshman course in composition
Club also claims Riley among its mem- and literature-Bruce Spruance Longbership.
fellow '34, Technology.
Trustee Graduate Scholarships-John
Maynard A. Hincks, Delta Tau Delta,
more easily identified as "Blondy" was Levi Cutler '31, Arts and Sciences, and
elected president of the Athletic Associ- Donald Bishop Henderson '31, Technolation this week. He has played baseball ogy.
on the freshman team, and last year and Graduate Fellowships, awarded to gradthis year on the varsity team. For the uate students studying for the master's
past two years he has been a member degree-Paul Joseph Findlen '31, Agriof the varsity football team, and was a culture; Frieda Wardwell Hatch '30.
Sophomore Owl. Standing high in schol- Arts and Sciences, and Charles William
astic achievements he is a member of Stipek '31, Arts and Sciences.
Senior Skull Scholarship Cup-Phi
Alpha Zeta, honorary agricultural fraternity, and was the winner of the Wil- Kappa Sigma.
Pan-Hellenic Cup-Delta Zeta,
liam Emery Parker Scholarship last
Dean Paul Nixon of Bowdoin Collegi
year. He is also a member of Scabbard
and Blade and a lieutenant in the R.O. was the speaker of the morning. Dean
T.C.. in addition to being a member of Nixon has been at Bowdoin for 22 years.
the "M" Club and a member of the Stu- and previous to that time has been at
Dartmouth. Princeton, and Chicago Uni
dent Senate.
In a most interesting and inspir
versity.
John I). Dickson. Kappa Sigma, played
on the freshman basketball team, and ing talk. Dean Nixon took up the thrvi
American
was a member of the freshman banquet main complaints against the
are
cotnmittee. He was on the sophomore college students, namely, that they
hop committee. and is at present a mem- snobbish, vicious, and standardized.
In refuting these assertions Dean Nix
ber of the Student Senate. Ile is Chaplain of the Junior Class. and a member on stated that students are discoveriti
that snobbishness is inexpedient and vul
of Alpha Chi Sigma.
gar. that although there may be sont.
A.
Smith, Alpha Tau OmeRaymond
viciousness, the colleges are a cross see
ga. who made a single handed double
lion of American life, and moreover
play in the Bowdoin baseball game last
sex-relationships and prohibition are not
week making putouts at first and third,
the only two elements in morality, and
has been a member of the txixing squad
that although bad manners and unfortusince his freshman year. For the past
nate eccentricities may be suppressed
he has been a member of the
two
real indiv iduality is not affected.
varsity football team and of the varsity
Said Dean Nixon. "We cannot pleasi
baseball team. He was instructor in
everyone. although we have been willinc
of
member
a
is
and
year
this
wrestling
to try almost everything. One of the
the forestry club.
experiments. oi the wisdom of which I
Raymond T. U'endell, Phi Eta Kappa, am in grave (loubt. is the segregating of
recently elected co-captain of relay has our able and eager students from the
been a member of the relay team since main student body. I believe that we will
his freshman year. He was on the do these students more social and spiritufreshman track team, and has been on al harm than we can make tip for by an \
the varsity team for the past two years. amount of intellectual good.
In his sophomore year he was a member
"Training the mind is not enough I.
of the Sophomore Owls, and he is a make life stable, serene and satisfying.second lieutenant in the local R.O.T.C. The spirit must be illumined by an event
unit.
which is real, amazing, and transformLester C. Fickett, Beta Theta Pi, ing. I am profoundly convinced that tip
played on the freshman football and bas- happiness, progress, and serenity of manketball teams and was a member of the kind are far more dependent on higher
track team. He is a letter man having morality and wider love, based on and
been a member of the varsity football interacting with a constant and humble
and track teams for the past two years. search for God, than on any degree of
In his sophomore year he was a Soph- education, that we can take no other
omore Owl.
road but this one to make the world safe
James M. Sims. Beta Theta Pi. a proc- and happy; and that the greatest distor in the freshman dormitory, has played coveries in store for the human race are
football since his freshman year when spiritual discoveries."
The student members and initiates of
he was a star on the frosh team. He
was also a Sophomore Owl, and is a sec- the four honor societies marched in and
occupied reserved seats in the chapel.
ond lieutenant in the R.O.T.C.
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PLAY DAY HELD BY W.A.A. •
SATURDAY PROVES
SUCCESSFUL

SCREEN

The annual Play Day held by t
Edwin N. Osborne of Saint Paul. Taken to Bangor Hospital Thurs- Women's Athletic Association. Saturday
proved very successful in spite of the
day. Will Be Lost to Team
Minn., and %Infield D. Bearce of Erie.
The Strand is offering an unusual proKAPPA PSI FORMAL BANQUET
FRESHMAN Y.W.C.A. MEETING Penna., have been chosen honorary marweather. One hundred and one girls
for Rest of Season
gram during the entire month of May.
Kappa Psi sorority held its formal
came from fourteen of the surrounding
The last Freshman Y.W.C.A. meeting shal and marshal, respectively, for alumThe management has been successful
1..(nquet at Penobscot Exchange last
high schools to take part. EPICallie Of
of the year was held at Mount Vernon ni day events at the University of Maine,
evening.
obtaining some of the season's very
in
games
linursday
the showers in the morning the
Doris Gross was toastmistress, while Tuesday evening. After a solo by Rach- June 6, according to an announcement
were held in the Alumni Gymnasium.
best productions as you will note from
iiirmer president Vitolia Lobikis wel- el Adams, accompanied by Madeline today by. Edward II. Kelley. chairman
At noon all went on the picnic at Gil- the program on this page.
comed the new initiates, all of whom Bunker, and a piano solo by Dorothy of the Commencement committee.
man Falls %%here sausages, rolls, dough- During the week of May 18, the Strand
spoke. The following women were inianuts, fruit, milk chocolate and coffee
Moynihan, a ceremonial was led by Alice
In accordance with a custom re-estab
offers but three plays: "A Connecticut
ated: Evelyn Mills, Alicia Tracy, Caroawaited them. Bar Harbor was awarded
marshal
Dyer.
honorary
The
the
lished
year,
last
by
arranged
ceremonial
was
Yankee", "Trader Horn", and "Skippy"
lyn McIntosh. Annie Ansur, Ethel
the
the banner for the presentation of
is selected from the class observing it,
Smith, Germaine L'Heureux, Luthera Francelia bean to portray the signifiwhich will go on record as being the
at
picnic.
given
the
stunt
best
fiftieth anniversary. Mr. Osborne, a naBurton, and Eleanor Grinnell. Many of cance which the "Y" has had for the
The volley ball tournament was won most expensive weekly program ever
tive of Pembroke, where be still spends
the alumnae were present.
Freshman girls.
booked for Orono, cads play being a
by
the "brown" team.
his summers, was graduated from the
The initiation formal was held at
The characters were: Spirit of the "Y" University, then Maine State College of
The banquet took place at Balentine headliner and worth seeing. The manDorothy Memorial Hall on Friday evehall in the evening. A delicious steak agement is also pleased to advise that
Shirley Young; Spirit of Prayer, Wini- Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, in 1881.
ning. Professor and Mrs. Lucas, Dr.
iiiier was served. Elizabeth Livingstone. "Front Page" and "City Lights" with
di
the
he
following
with
year
The
went
fred
Cushing; Spirit of Dependability,
and Mrs. Jackman were chaperons, and
of W.A.A.. acted as toastmis- Charlie Chaplin will soon be booked for
President
in
Paul,
Railroad
St.
Lillian Russell; Spirit of Purity, Ruth Northern Pacific
Miss Louise Campbell was a guest.
speeches concerning athlet- Orono.
Short
tress.
Mitm., by which company he was emEvelyn Fox, chairman of the Social Hamor; Spirit of Friendship, Dorothy
Ott Friday afternoon, May 22, at 4:30
ics were given by Miss Lengyel, Helen
ployed in many executive positions until
Committee, was in charge of arrange- Moynihan.
Stearns, Shirley Young, Blanche Henry its cooperation with the French classes
May, 1929, when he was retired from
ments. Clyde Lougee's orchestra furand representatives of Bangor High, Bel- of the University and Orono High
active service.
nished the music.
The Contributors' Club held a short
School, the Strand will present Parafast High, and E.M.C.S.
n'infield D. Bearce, was graduated
business meeting at 200 Arts and Sci- from the University in 1906, the class
"Lib" Livingstone had general charge mount's all talking French version of
PRES. AND MRS. BOARDMAN
ences, Wednesday evening, May 6.
of the Play Day. Marjorie Moulton "The Big Pond" ("Le Grande Mare")
which is observ ing its twenty-fifth reENTERTAIN SENIOR CLASS
headed the picnic committee and Peg with Maurice Chevalier and Claudette
The
was
Maine-Spring
union
naand
a
is
He
discussed,
Commencement.
this
President and Mrs. Boardman enterDavis served as chairman of the banquet. Colbert. All students taking French are
plans were made for the annual picnic. tive of Auburn. In college Mr. Bearce
tained the Senior class at their home
urged to see this play.
Mr.
is
Wood
charge
in
the
and
arof
affairs.
active
picnic
sports
class
was
in
Wednesday evening, May 8. Dean Bean
CHOSEN
BURR1LL
"STUBBY"
rangements.
Since graduation he has been with the
CAPTAIN Buz. WELLs
and Mr. Gannett met the guests and prePRESIDENT OF CHI OMEGA
General Electric Company, being located
sented them to the President and Mrs-1
Captain of the Baseball
%Veils,
Bill
Chi Omega's elected "Stubby"
The
is
Erie.
He
at
now
at
plants.
different
CORRECTION
Boardman. Mrs. J. N. Hart and Mrs.
Team and Cadet Colonel of the Military Burrill for their next year president rehe
Schenectady
at
was
previously
Penna..
Through an error it was stated in
j. S. Stevens assisted Mrs. Boardman in
taken to the Eastern Maine cently.
the last issue of the Campus that the for many years. He has been a success- Corps was
serving.
Martha Wasgatt, retiring president is
inon
engineer,
working
problems
ful
on Thursday of last
Hospital
General
The President's Reception is an annual Phi Mu Delta informal dance was held
active in Home Economics Club work,
and
electric
engines
transportavolving
week with a seriously infected foot. He
event given to the Senior class, and al- at Dreamwood Saturday evening. This !
Cut out dud hang up
▪
and is an All Maine Woman.
tion equipment.
though it is one of the formal farewells. was later found to be untrue, the dance!
was at first, compelled to remain in his "Stubby" Burrill is very prominent in
being held at the Phi Mu Delta house.
eagerly anticipated each year.
Thurs., May 14
which had de- athletics, receiving her Maine athletic
FOUR TEAMS REMAIN IN room because of a blister
showing to-day
last
All
an
is
She
junior
year.
her
seal
him
and
prevented
veloped on his foot,
INTRAMURAL BASEBALL
"DISHONORED"
work.'
"Y"
its
active
and
Woman,
Maine
inthe
however,
Later,
from walking.
LEAGUE
Prof. Israeli Has Plan for Radio
Worth seeing by all means
The remainder of the officers will be
fection spread to the sciatic nerve on
Education
Thursday. May 7, Sigma Nu and Kap- his hip and he was ordered to the hos- elected later.
Fri., May 15
(Continued from Page One)
pa Sigma met in a baseball game to pital.
One day only
Our own Neil Calderwood and "Pat"
Mary Pickford in a new roly
for the radio symposium is as follows: conclude the semi-final rotsnd of the
his condition was at first reported as bane are to provide the entertainment !
"KIKI"
A three act comedy, "Adam and Eva". subject, "The Economic Depression"; Northern League. The game started with serious. But he is now on the road to at assembly next Monday morning. No
and
Austin
Batpitching
both
by
strong
in this production
Mary
like
Violin
next
Alumni
time
be
Hall
will
he
in
that
good
expected
presented
is
be
It
recovery.
%nill
more needs be said to assure a
the speakers being Professors Saleigman
tles, but finished up in a collection of able to leave the hospital within a week. to all who go. They have made a gr.. •
Wednesday evening at 7:30 by the Play and Mitchell of Columbia University and
Sat., May 16
hits and more errors with Sigma Nu on
his temporary loss to the Baseball reputation for themselves this year, a],
"CITY STREETS"
Production Class under the direction of Professor Ripley of Harvard Univer- top of a 10 to 6 score. The final for the
Team has been extremely unfortunate, this program will be one of their be,i
with
Prof. Mark Bailey. The play will be sity.
league was played Tuesday, May 12, be- conning as it did in the middle of the This will be the last assembly of the
Gary Cooper and all star cast
The
Nu.
game
Sigma
and
S.A.E.
tween
sponsored by the M.C.A., and tickets
impormost
the
of
season when so many
The idea of the symposium is to enyear. Why not make it the best for
Plenty of Thrills in this one
may be procured from the bookstore or large upon the present Sunday morning went scoreless for three innings, then the tant games are being played. Wells,!numbers and pep?
S.A.E. boys nicked Austin for two runs. besides being Captain of the Baseball
NEXT WEEK
from members of the M.C.A.
broadcasts from London. Among the1
Nunn held the Sigma Nu's in check in Team and Cadet Colonel of Military is
most expensive weekand
,reatest
for
suggested
he
The cast of the play, which follows, other speakers whom
their half of the fourth. Then the S.A.E. a member of the Beta Theta Pi frater- and Dead ‘Vaiter in the Hannibal Hamly program ever booked at the
the
at
interest
great
of
topics
various
includes a number of Masque players:
lineup came to bat three times around nity. a Dean's List man, a Senior Skull, lin Dining flail.
Strand
present time are John Galsworthy; Euin the fifth to shove twelve runs across
Mr. King, John Barry; Corinthia, Kathgene O'Neill; D. A. Myerson, eminent
Mon. & Tues., May 18-19
ryn Small; Miss Eva King, Ethel Thom- psychologist; Alfred Adler, originator of the plate. Sigma Nu failed to get a man
Will Rogers, in
the
of
in
half
base
first
their
as
far
as
as; Mrs. Clinton Dewitt, Ernestine Mer- the phrase "inferiority complex"; Sin'A CONNECTICUT YANKEE"
fifth and the game ended 14 to 0 for
rill; Mr. Clinton Merrill, Jack McGow- clair Lewis; H. G. Wells; G. K. Chester- S.A.E. The pitching, with the exception
Wed. & Thurs., May 20-21
Alan; Lord Andrew, William Fahey; ton: J. P. Morgan; Mussolini; and
of the fifth inning, was the only out"TRADER HORN"
According to Israeli's
Einstein.
bert
standing feature of the Sigma Nu playAunt Abby, Dorothea Greene; Horace
For months and still playing
plan, the colleges would invite the speakPilgrim, Stanley J. Protas; Dr. Dee- ers, and the government, in conjunction ing. S.A.E. played fine defense ball beI:roadway at $2.00 prices. Peoplt•
hind Nunn's hooks and slow balls.
.ire seeing it twice and three times
mater, Milton Sims; and Adam Smith, with the schools, would finance the proIn the Southern League, Phi Kappa
grams.
Atwood Levensaler.
Fri. & Sat., May 22-23
lost to Lambda Chi 4 to 2. May 7.
Politics would be entirely kept out of Lambda Chi will meet the winner of the
The plot of the play is the story of a
"SKIPPY"
man, who is a genius in matters of busi- the schedule, and the speeches would be Beta Kappa-Alpha Gam game, which was
The one and only picture ev ery
ness and making money, but who lacks delivered from whatever part of the postponed to some further date, before
hilt and child in the country has
any skill at handling his family. His world the speaker happened to be in at May 20 when the Champs of the NorthWhen the great war placed an embargo
fused TO MISS. It will break
family even arranges with the family that time.
,-cords here as elsewhere. Attend
ern and Southern Leagues meet for the
on imports from the Central Powers,
he matinees if possible.
doctor to have him sent on a long trip
Among the suggested topics are:
play-off.
American industry found itself deprived
ov that they will be able to run up long Modern Art, The Orient, Drama, PsyTeams remaining in run for Cham"LE GRANDE MARE" with
bills more easily. When his young busi- chology of the Nervous Housewife, Rel- pionship to date are:
of many necessary products. Among them
%Iaurice Chevalier and Claudette.
ness manager suggests that he would ativity, Navies of the World, Probing of
Percent
culbert here Fri., May 22, one
the standard asbestos sheet packing then
love to have a home of his own, the the Star Depths, Latest Trends in Fic- Lambda Chi Alpha
1.000
bowing only at 4:30 (in French
1.000
wealthy man immediately offers to swap tion Writing, Future of Wars, Com- Beta Kappa
in general use.
• only). Admission 254
places with him the business manager munism.
1.000
Alpha Gamma Rho
1.000
handling the family, and the wealthy
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
A substitute had to be found. Accordman handling the business. This plan is Whitney Speaks at Junior Week
"For the apparel oft proclaims
ingly Crane Co. procured every sheet
tried for a time, but the young manager
Chapel
the mon." wrote Shakespeare.
Inds himself confronted with the same
(Continued from Page Ow)
packing that could be obtained. Using
bills and troubles that vexed the older
And may we add that the
the old one as a basis ofcomparison, not
roan. To put a stop to the steady flow ulate the question What does this inforapparel we dry clean can be
if hills he tells the family that the busi- mation mean to me? A liberal education
one was found which could equal its tendepvinled upon at all times to
. has been ruined, and that the family encourages growth. It is all a matter of
re,
or
strength,
compressive
strength,
sile
do
some first-class proclaimtecinme is cut off.
what use one makes of the university
ing?
resistance.
placed
heat
is
what
of
matter
come
dome-a
the
or
The humor and fun of the play
the methods and manners which are under it. It stimulates the plant ; it disSo the best American sheet was chosen
(mPloyed by the family in meeting the courages the flea. If a liberal education
beats a man's mind into passivity, it weft
emergency of the ruined business.
and its manufacturer called in. Experibetter not had at all. Such a man has
be
to
out
College Cleansers and Dyers
turned
ment after experiment was made until a
has
The following is the list of present discovered that he
r,c,rrls of the Maine Intercollegiate a flea-and a trained flea at that."
sheet was produced that not only equalled
rack and Field Association:
"A few minutes ago I asked the quesbut surpassed the imported product. It
41 yds.. 9 4-5 secs., Bowdoin.
tion: "Are you a trained flea?" ObviSchool Supplies
one
still,
Maine.
and
yds.. 21 4-5 secs.. Colby.
ously, the answer is No.
was named Cranite.
Price Books, Memo Books. Fovm440 yds.. 49 4-5 secs.. Bates. Maine.
can IlleVer be Sure whether he has stopped
taM Pens, Architect*, Supplies
Mu yds., 1:56 secs., Bates.
wanting to jump."
The story of Cranite is typical. For 76
Everything for the Office
I hie mile, 4:21 secs., Bowdoin. Bates.
Stein
the
and
Hymn
University
The
years Crane Co. has striven unceasingly
wo miles, 9:35 4-5 secs., Maine.
Song acre sung by the class of 1932 as
CENTRAL OFFICE SUPPLY CO.
20 yd. high hurdles. 15 1-5 secs.. Maine. the closing exercises of Junior Chapel.
to produce and sell only materials of the
Tel. 226
18 entral Street
yd. low hurdles. 24 3-5 secs.. Colby.
Bangor
for
calls
When
progress
quality.
highest
iligh jump. 6 ft., 1 1-4 in., Maine.
Broad jump. 23 ft. 5-8 in.. Maine.
entirely new materials, our engineers are
Pole vault. 12 ft.. 1-4 in.. Maine.
never satisfied until they have made that
The Ideal Hotel for You
Shot put. 46.35 ft.. Maine
surpassingly
substitute
that
or
Bowdoin.
product
THE
AT
in..
Hammer throw, 168 ft. 8
In BOSTON
NO MORE CL-N WILL BE NI-LOWED
Discus, 146 ft. 2 in., Bowdoin.
1.the NEWM
fine. When in practicing the branch of
Javelin, 191 ft. 5 in.. Maine.
Hotel
engineering you are now studying,some

STRAND THEATRE
ORONO MAINE
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'
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Notice

Maine Bear

ANGER

it to

Crane
piping problem arises, bring
Co. You will find just such co-operation.

LIVE in FRENCH

All
Makes

Residential Summer School
ten-educational in the heart
of French Canada. Old
Country French staff. Only
French spoken. Elementary.
Intermediate. Advanced.
Certificate or College credit.
French entertainments, sight
seeing. sports, etc.
Fee VOL Board and Tuition.
June 25-july JO. Write foe
circular to Secretary. French
MCGILL

Montreal

•

For Frat
Smokers

RA

SMOKERS' ARTICLES
Drop in when you're down

CRANE CO., GENERAL OYFICES: 538 S. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO

Tobacco

Canada

VOUNGc
A

26 State SO..'

Pouches
Lighters

B•anthei au/ Sal,. Offires or Two Haltdrtd

At North Station
Direct Entrance from B. & M. Depot
and Boston Madison SqUilf• Garden
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PIPiMG MA TERIALS TO CONVEY AND CONTROL
STEAM,LIQUIDS, OIL, GAS, CHEMICALS

NEW YORK OFFICES. 23 W. 44TH STREET

Cigars

UNIVERSITY
-

PIPES
Always Something New in

Summer School

initiates of
relied in and
the chapel-

Osborne and Bearce To Be Bill Wells, Baseball Captain,
Marshals for Alumni Day Has Seriously Infected Foot

Pmmy
o

500 ROOMS
Each Room equipped with Tub and
Shower • Built-in-Radio Speaker
(Three Station Service)• Servidor
Circulating Ice Water.
Nene Ilnybuoire Med filedenity
Copolpowil end Perfectly
Appointed WAN

Dining Room,Coffee Shop. Oyster
Bar and Soda Fountain offer wide
variety of food and service
RATES-ROOM AND BATH
FOR ONE-32.50, 3.00, 3.50, LOS
FOR Two-$4.10, 4.50, 5.410, Lee
No leellwr Rates
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Maine Track Team Swamps M.I.T.
By Score Of 82-53 In Dual Meet
White, Mank, Webber, and Chase Shine as Bears Show
Superiority on Track and Weakness in Field

Freshman Baseball Team Frosh Track Team Defeats
Gets Even Break on Trip Picked Aroostook Combine
Lose Game to Hebron on Thurs- Final Score 76, 3 to 312/
3. Favor
day 9-0, but Retaliate by
Again Leads Scoring with 26
Trouncing Kents Hill 12-3
Points to Credit
The Freshman baseball team returned
irom their trip with an even break in
the two games played. Humbled by the
Big Green of Hebron on Thursday 9-0,
they made the trip somewhat of a success by trouncing Kents Hill, Friday
12-3.
C,aw, Hebron mound artist, had the
Froth batters at his mercy at all times,
limiting them to eight widely scattered
hits. Topolosky, the Maine hurler, gave
a creditable performance on the mound,
but his support faltered at crucial moments and six unearned runs besides
three scored in a first inning uprising
were the result. Harlow of Hebron and
Pascarelli, Frosh second baseman, were
the fielding stars of the game, Topolosky
was the only visitor to find Gaw's delivery for two hits.
Friday, however, was another day and
the Frosh went to Kents Hill to prove it.
Their batting attack sadly lacking the
day before burst forth on two Kents Hill
mound aspirants for twelve hits and an
equal number of runs, their rivals made
it easier with five very costly errors.
While his teammates were fattening their
batting averages at the expense of rival
pitching, Gray, Kenyon's ace, baffled the
Kents Hill stick-men with a nice assortment of curves and a bewildering change
of pace. Two hits, a pass, and a Frosh
error combined to give them three runs.
Pascarelli continued his brilliant fielding
by accepting eight chances without an
error, while Blanchard led the batting
attack with three safties in four attempts.

The froth tracksters remained in the
undefeated class by virtue of its easy
victory over the combined forces of a
picked team from Aroostook. The meet
was held in conjunction with the varsity
meet Saturday noon and the score totaled 76 1-3 to 31 2-3.
"Don" Favor again led the scoring,
and this time garnered 26 points for his
team.
100 yd. dash-1st, Davis (M); 2nd,
Parsons (NI); 3rd, Hardison (M). Time
10 4-5 secs.
220 yd. dash-Parsons 0,1); 2nd, Davis (M); 3rd, Warren (M). Time, 23
4-5 secs.
440 yd. dash-1st. O'Connell (M); 2nd,
tie, Lambert (A) and Nelson (A). Time
53 3-5 secs.
880 yd. run-lst, Corbett (M); 2nd,
Sutther (A), 3rd, Folsom (M). Time,
2 mins., 9 secs.
1 mile run-Ist, Earle (M); 2nd, Crosby (Ml; 3rd, Sherwood (A). Time 4
mint. 43 2-5 secs.
220 low hurdles-1st, Hardison (M);
2nd, Doughty (M); 3rd, Cote (A).
Time 27 4-5 secs.
Discus-lst, Favor (M); 2nd, Rogers
(M); 3rd, Sweetser (A). Distance 121
ft. /0/.', in.
Javelin-1st, Clark (A); 2nd, Favor
(M); 3rd, Cobb (M). Distance 163 ft.
3 in.
High jump-1st, Favor (M); 2nd,
Sweetser (A); 3rd, McCready (A).
Height 5 ft. 5 1-4 in.
Broad jump-1st, Favor (M); 2nd,
Burnett (A); 3rd, Anderson (A). Distance 19 ft. 614 in.
Pole vault-lst, Favor (M); 2nd,
Dudley (A); 3rd, tie 'ay (A), Rideout (A) and Black (M). Height 10
ft. 6 1-4 in.

The Maine varsity track team handed • Gilman in the two mile, and Wendell
first place in the 440
the M.I.T. tracksters a decisive defeat \ryas nosed out of
Jewett.
by
last Saturday afternoon at Alumni Field.
Captain Ray White showed too much
The final score for the dual meet was
class for the visitors and breezed into
82-53. Coach Jenkins charges excelled easy victories in the 220 and the 100 yd.
on the track, taking five first places to I dashes.
their opponents' three, while the visitors
The Pale Blue cleaned up all places
garered four field events to Maine's in the discus event with "Norm" Webthree.
ber showing the way.
The best race of the afternoon was the
In the running broad jump, which Lov880 yd. run in which Steve Mank nosed ell Chase won, there was but one inch
out McKay of Tech by a scant yard. interval between 1st and 2nd place, and
Going around the 2nd lap, McKay took 2rd and 3rd.
the lead, but about 200 yards from the
By virtue of its fine showing in the
finish, Mank put up a beautiful sprint meet, Maine is expected to be one of the
and forged ahead of his opponent at the favorites in the State Meet to be held
tape.
here next Saturday afternoon.
"Es" Gunning lost a hard fought race
Summary:
100 yd. dash-Won by White (M);
2nd, Means (M); 3rd, Hall (M.I.T.)
Time 10 1-5 secs.
229 yd. dash-Won by White (M);
By HAROLD SEIGAL
2nd, Jewett (M.I.T.); 3rd, Means (M).
Time 22 3-5 secs.
440 yd. dash-Won by Jewett (M.I.T.)
THE WEEK-END SPORT spotlight
is focused on the quadrangular track 2nd, Wendell (M); 3rd, Dworzecki (M.
meet to be held here Saturday, which I.T.). Time 50 3-5 secs.
880 yd. dash-Won by Mank (M);
promises to be one of the tightest state
struggles of recent years, Bates' strength 2nd, McKay (M.1.T.); 3rd, Shaw (M).
about equalling Maine's and Bowdoin Time, 1 min. 59 2-5 secs.
Mile run-Won by Booth (M); 2nd,
and Colby on a near par. The Bates
(M.I.T.); 3rd, Percival (M).
Kearns
excessivebeing
squad is rather lop-sided
ly strong on the cinders, but exceptional- Time 4 min. 30 1-5 secs.
Two mile run-Won by Gilman (M.
ly weak in the weights; in contrast the
Maine team is very well balanced, hav- I. T.); 2nd, Gunning (II); 3rd, Brooks
shot put, a bile Alley will be in a scram(M). Time 9 min. 51 secs.
ing good men in both divisions.
es • • • • •
220 yd. low hurdles-Won by Lufkin ble for second and third with Larson,
ACCORDING to a mean of the dope (M); 2nd, McKiniry (M); 3rd, Lynch Bowdoin, Pollard, Colby, and Fogleman,
who saved the day for Bates with a
sheets floating around the campus and (M.1.T.). Time 26 1-5 secs.
120 yd. high hurdles-Won by Coon second last Saturday.
the results of numerous bull-sessions,
Maine and Bates will probably share
About thirty members of the SophoMaine will secure 44 points, Bates 40, (M.I.T.); 2nd, Stiles (M); 3rd, Ross
honors in the javelin. Jensen, Maine, more Eagle society, past and present, atBowdoin 35, and Colby 16. A paper (M.I.T.). Time 162-5 secs.
margin of only four points, however, Shot put-Won by Grondal (M.I.T.); and Treworgy, Colby, appear to be the tended the party held in the Columbia
leaves plenty of leeway for an upset, and 2nd, Webber (M); 3rd, Alley (M). favorites in the event, and third likely Coffee Shoppe of Bangor last Tuesday
to go to Stinchfield, Colby, Goody, Bates, evening.
unless Coach Jenkins' men are on their Distance 44 ft. 1 in.
Javelin-Won by Robertson (M.1.T.); or Olsen, Bowdoin.
Every person present contributed sometoes, trouble is likely to brew. It is not
at all improbable that the duel between 2nd, Jensen (M); 3rd, Cleaves (M).
Webber's work in the discus seems to thing in the line of entertainment.
the Bates and Maine forces will be set- Distance 185 ft. 6 in.
warrant another victory for him there,
Discus-Won by Webber (M); 2nd, with Pollard of Colby slated for second,
tled only by the last event. How and
where Bowdoin and Colby gather their Alley (M); 3rd, Curtis (M). Distance and third again likely to fall to any of freshman star, Meagher, will probably
conic second, and Dill, another Bate,;
places will bear much influence on the 124 ft. Ya in.
the other competitors.
man. third.
High jump-Won by Coon (M.I.T.);
final standing.
Though there are no outstanding perThe hammer positions seem to be deli
2nd, tie between Branch (M), and Chase
formers in the high jump in any of the likely going to Galbraith. Bow&
1-4
in.
(M).
Height
5
ft.
14
THE DASHES, with White and
schools, Robinson of Colby appears to be Sprague. Colby, and Gonzals or Douglas
Broad jump-Won by Chase (M);
Knox, the two mile, with Gunning,
the logical victor. with Chase and Branch Bates, in the order named.
3rd,
Soisalo
(M.I.T.)
Curtis
(Ml;
2nd.
Brooks and Whitten-Jones, will be the
of Maine and Kimball and Glazier of
The Bates aggregation is unquesti.m
features to watch for. There is good Distance 21 ft. 4 1-4 in.
Colby taking the remaining places.
ably the strongest on the track will].
Pole vault-Won by Webb (M); 2nd,
possibility that Russ Chapman will break
Knox will probably again show his Maine shows more strength on the field.
the 880 record, and Webb the pole vault. Hazelton (M.I.T.); 3rd. Cuee (M.I.T.)
mettle in the broad jump taking what With points so equally divided there is
•••• * •
Height 12 ft. /1 , in.
Hammer-Won by Moody (M.1.T.); may well be Bates' only first from the much chance of either pulling out ahead
THE OLDEST RECORD which has
not yet been erased and replaced on the 2nd, Gonzalo (M); 3rd, Emerson (11.1). field events, in the broad jump. Chase by a small margin, and the afternoon'
will have a hard fight on his hands to menu, with two pitched battles for firs.
M.I.T. & F.A. books is that made by Distance 130 ft. 10;', in.
pull seoind from Robinson, Colby, and and third, and plenty of thrillers, should
Cloudman of Bowdoin in 1899. Cloudprovide enough excitement to keep the
man ran the century in 9 4-5 seconds. Varsity Track Team Will Defend Briggs. Bowdoin.
Webb's work in the pole vault places fans on their toes throughout the fesRice of Maine in the 1916 games was
Title in Annual Meet Saturday
him at the head of the list, while Bates' i tivities.
(Continued from l'ugt One)
the only man who ever equalled Cloudman's record, but his time was not allowed to stand on account of the wind. will probably battle tor the remaining
• •• •• *
scoring positions.
Russ Chapman will undoubtedly take
LAST FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
brought one of the most successful sports the half-mile, trailed by Thistlewait.
week-ends of the year to Maine. The Bowdoin, and Mank, Maine. Chapman
THE BEST OF FOODS
freshman ball team took Kents Hill Fri- equalled his state record of 1:56 last
day. the varsity took Bates Saturday, week, and it is probable that he will betand
the frosh tracksters defeated the Aroos- ter that mark on the cinders Saturday.
took team, and the varsity cindermen
The mile will find the Viles-Chapman
took M.I.T.
combination, co-captains of the Bates
trackmen, pushing Harry Booth the limwhenever you wish at no extra
According to Ted Curtis, Bill Wells it. Comparative ratings show them all
cost.
is the last man to hold the post of Cap- to be able to run the course in good time,
This is the happy combination
tain of baseball through the year he and the race should be a feature of the
that our
Plas-. Following the precedent set in ftermsas
other sports, an honorary captain is to
The two mile stretch will be another
be elected in the future at the close of struggle between the garnet and the pale
the season. A temporary captain will be blue with W'hitten and Jones forcing
appointed before each game during the Gunning and Brooks hard throughout the
offers you. Drop in after the theatre, afternoon or
season.
eight laps for the hard-earned points.
evening.
Maine will probably outshine their op"Mac" McCabe procured a shave and ponents in the field events to tighten up
You are welcome to dine and dance any hour of the
haircut from the University Barber the meet, and it is probable that in these
day.
Shop and a pair of gloves from Benny events the outcome of the meet lies.
A Night Club Atmosphere
Sklar with his first homer of the season Much depends on how Colby and BowAlways a Good Time.
on Alumni Field two weeks ago. It's doin edge in to take several of the scatalmost as good as winning a beauty con- tered and uncertain points. Webber will
Over Atlantic Cafeteria
66 Main St., Bangor
test.
undoubtedly take the initial place in the
•
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Varsity Baseball Team Beats Bates
Saturday In Third Successive Win
Victory Gives Maine a Tie for First Place in State Series
Standing. McCabe Is Heavy Hitter for Blue
Lewiston, May 9th-The Pale Blue
defeated the Bates squad in one of the
best games of the season by the count
of 6-2. Now, Maine and Colby are tied
for first place, each with three wins and
two defeats.
It was a pitcher's duel until the seventh inning both teams going scoreless,
until 'Irish' McCabe, who was walked
by Marston, Bates Southpaw, went to
second, when the Bates pitcher was unable to pick up Kiszonak's bunt in time
to get either man. Marston, evidently
riled, walked Abbott to fill the bases.
Then Swen Hallgren sacrificed to
right field on which McCabe sailed home,
only to be followed by Kiszonak from
second when Millet's line throw bounced
over Brown's head and past Marston who
had gone to back up his catcher. On
the next play, Abbott scored on Lewis's
sacrifice into deep center.
The Bricemen scored three more runs
in the ninth when Abbott, whose accurate spearing of foul flies was one of the
fielding features, slammed a double into
center. Marston, still disturbed, walked
Hallgren and booted Lewis's easy bunt
filling the bases. Solander, Maine pitcher, pounded one at Berry, whose throw
home beat Abbott for the first out. Hall,
pinch hitting for Frost, drove a single
through short to score Hallgren. Lewis
scored on Hinck's sacrifice fly to center,
and when Smith drove out a clean single,
Solander crossed home plate for the
sixth run.
Solander allowed only seven hits,
walked none and except for the seventh
inning held complete mastery of the situation. 'Irish' McCabe led the batters,
getting three hits.
Summary:
MAINE
ab. bh. pa. a.
Hincks, cf
4 0 1 0
5 2 4 0
Frust' If
Smith, lb
5 0 8 0
McCabe. 3b
4 3 1 1
Kiszonak, rf
4 0 3 0

Abbott, c.3 I 5 0
Hallgren, ss.............
....
0 2 3
Lewis, 2b...........-........_........._3 2 3 2
Solander, p
3 0 0 3
*Hall
1 1 0 0
---.34 9V 9
Totals
BATES
ab. bh. po. a.
4 1 1 2
Hedder'g, 2b
4 1 1 3
Toomey, ss
rf
4 0 4 1
4 1 4 0
Kenison, If
McClu'y, cf.....
4 0 3 0
Flynn, 3b
3 0 0 2
Berry, lb
4 3 9 1
Brown, c
4 1 4 0
Marston, p
3 0 0 1
**Varney
1 0 0 (I
---Totals
35 7 27 10
Maine
000 000 303-6
Bates
000 000 200-2
Errors-Marston 2, Frost McCabe
Two base hit-Lewis. Three base hitBerry. Sacrifice hits-Hincks, Hallgren,
Lewis. First base on balls-Off Marston
Left on
3. Stolen bases-Kenison.
bases-Maine 4; Bates 5. Struck outBy Marston 2; by Solander 2.
*Batted for Frost in 9th.
**Batted for Flynn in 9th.
HILDRETH MONTGOMERY
AWARDED MAINE SEAL
Hildreth "Ike" Montgomery was
awarded a University of Maine Seal at
the Play Day Banquet last Saturday
night. This is the highest athletic award
which can be achieved by girls under the
new athletic system.
Miss Montgomery is the third junior
and also the third student to have received the seal.
Center College students are plannim:
to institute a point system to limit the
outside activities of the undergraduate,
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